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1> Where is the Sunshine Tour held? 
 

2> In golf, a fade occurs when? 
 

3> Which of the following in golf is not a misplayed shot - A flop, A top or A fat? 
 

4> What do you call an area where golfers can practise their swing? 

 
5> Which one is NOT a golf ball - A wobbler, a nibbler or a staller? 

 
6> What is "Tiger" Wood's real name? 

 
7> The four highest-ranked golf tournaments in the world are the PGA 

Championship, British Open, U.S. Open and...? 
 

8> Which golf club is regarded as the "Home of Golf"? 
 

9> Which comedy actor starred in the "Bad Golf Made Easy" instructional videos? 
 

10> Lee Trevino never won which golf Grand Slam event? 
 

11> Who is the most successful Zimbabwean golfer of all time? 
 

12> How many rounds must a golfer play to be eligible for a handicap? 
 

13> Which golfer hit Ben Crenshaw in the head in 1986, forcing him to go to the 
hospital? 

 
14> If a player is entitled to shoot first in golf, what is he said to have? 

 
15> What handicap does a scratch golfer have? 
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Answers:  

 

1> South Africa - Although it's a main golf event in Africa, it's mainly staged for 
South Africa.  

2> During a flight, when the ball moves from left to right - When the ball moves 
during a flight from right to left, it's called a draw.  

3> A flop - When a golfer shoots a flop, the ball stops or spins back when it hits 
the ground.  

4> A driving range - A driving range has its name, of course, from the drive, a 
long-distance shot.  

5> A nibbler - Staller, wobbler and a streamer are non-standard golf balls.  
6> Eldrick - Woods' middle name, Tont, is a traditional Thai name.  

7> Masters Tournament - The British Open is usually the only championship out 
of these four, which is not played in the U.S.  

8> The Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews - The Royal and Ancient Golf 
Club of St Andrews was the highest authority in the world of golf prior to 2004.  

9> Leslie Nielsen - The slogan of the videos was "I don't play golf to feel bad, I 
play bad golf to feel good!"  

10> Masters Tournament - Lee Trevino, The U.S. Open, British Open and PGA 
Championship twice, but never the Masters Tournament.  

11> Nick Price - Nick Price was named the number 1 golf player in the world in 
1990.  

12> 10 - A golfer, whose handicap is 20, is called a "bogey golfer".  
13> Ben Crenshaw - Unfortunately, Ben Crenshaw hit himself with a club.  

14> The Honor - The first shot always goes from the teeing ground.  
15> 0 - A scratch golfer has 0 handicap, a bogey golfer has 20. 
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